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ABSTRACT: We propose a general transport theory for
pheromone molecules in an atmosphere containing aerosols. Many
pheromones are hydrophobic molecules containing polar groups.
They are low volatile and have some properties similar to those of
hydrotropes. They therefore form a nonsoluble film at the water−air
interface of aerosols. The fate of a small pheromone puff in air is
computed through reaction-diffusion equations. Partitioning of
pheromones between the gas and the aerosol surface over time is
studied for various climate conditions (available aerosol surface) and
adsorption affinities (energy of adsorption). We show that, for
adsorption energy above 30 kBT per molecule, transport of
pheromones on aerosols dominates over molecular transport
typically 10 s after pheromone emission, even when few adsorbing
aerosols are present. This new communication path for airborne chemicals leads to distinctive features including enhanced signal
sensibility and increased persistence of pheromone concentration in the air due to slow diffusion of aerosols. Each aerosol droplet
has the ability to adsorb thousands of pheromones to the surface, keeping a “history” of the atmospheric content between emission
and reception. This new mechanism of pheromone transport leads to dramatic consequences on insect sensing revisiting the way we
figure the capture of chemical signals.

■ INTRODUCTION
Chemical communication through sex pheromones is critical
for insect life, enabling mate finding for reproduction.
Communication with sex pheromones requires persistence of
the olfactory signal in the air to recruit males far from the
source. After release, pheromones are thought to be dispersed
as gas molecules.1−3

Nevertheless, many pheromones, regarding their chemical
structure, are typical low-volatile organic molecule of molar
mass 200−400 combining rigidity of some parts, hydrocarbon
chains, very apolar sites, polarizability with aromatic rings, as
well as polar groups such as OH. Unlike lipids, they have good
solubility in apolar solvents. Unlike detergents and surfactant
molecules, pheromones are not soluble in water. They are
close to neutral hydrotropes that are soluble in water and in
solvo-surfactants,4−6 except for water solubility. They have
therefore a high affinity for the water−air interface, forming an
insoluble monolayer film with an area per site of typically less
than 1 nm2 molecule−1.
One good example is given by bombykol, from the moth

Bombyx mori which is a model species for chemical
communication.7 It is composed of a 16C-long carbon chain
and an alcohol headgroup. Its boiling point is predicted to be
298 °C, and its saturation pressure is 7.5 Pa.8 Thus, it is a
typically low-volatile compound that can be expected to be
found in the aerosol phase. More generally, most known

pheromones used by moths are composed of a carbon chain of
10−18 carbons with a polar headgroup at its end, mostly an
alcohol, acetoxyl, or formyl group. The major part of the other
moth pheromones have a carbon chain and an epoxy group
and thus can also be seen to have a polar head and a tail, the
latter composed of two carbon chains of different lengths.9

Such chemicals are rather likely to stay in a condensed phase
or to show aggregating behavior in the air. Pheromones of a
moth and a fly species are found as aerosol droplets in the air
when released.10,11 Emission of pheromones as microdroplets
has also been hypothesized for another moth specie by Schall
et al.12 to explain the identical pheromone blend ratio observed
in the insect gland and in the air while the vapor pressures of
the molecules differ. These references show the necessity of
new descriptions of pheromone transport that do not only
consider a gas state. On the other hand, the natural presence of
aerosols in the air facilitates aggregation of pheromones on
their interface.
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Aerosols are mostly observed as water droplets nucleated
around either a microcrystal of salt, an organic nanoparticle
from plants, a nanoparticle of clay, a particle of man-made
volatile organics from combustion, or a mixture of these
components.13−16 The crucial point is that any aerosol is in
equilibrium with the relative humidity (RH) of the
atmosphere: the equilibrium radius depends on the relative
humidity in a complex way, and it diverges when humidity is
above 95%.15 Therefore, surfactant pheromones can adsorb on
this air−water interface and thus form a monolayer.17 The area
of an aerosol of 100 nm typically allows for up to thousands of
adsorbed pheromones with an area per molecule of 0.2 nm2. In
a dry atmosphere, the aerosol droplet shrinks dramatically, but
still more than 10 molecules per aerosol can be adsorbed and
form a monolayer. By contrast, absorption of pheromones in
the bulk water should be negligible because of the poor
solubility of the pheromone long carbon tail. Uptake by the
aerosol surface of surfactant molecules has already been
demonstrated.17−19 Moreover, in area in which insects evolved,
plant and soil intense activity participates in aerosol generation
and maintains a high relative humidity, from 80% to 100% near
the ground (<20m).20−23 Additionally, many moths call during
the night when humidity is the highest thus increasing aerosol
water content. These facts are in favor of the hypothesis of
pheromone uptake by the aerosols’ aqueous surface during
their transport. Interactions between aerosols occur however
on a significantly greater time scale.13,15

In this paper we aim to evaluate the likelihood and effect of
this uptake by making simple physicochemical considerations
and by computing the dynamics of the system. We solve
analytically the adsorption−desorption kinetics together with
the diffusion of a pheromone puff, as it is translated by the
wind. We obtain thereby the partitioning of the gas and
adsorbed pheromones over time. To account for various
pheromone communication contexts, we consider different
values for both the available aerosol surface per volume of air
and the adsorption energy ruling the equilibrium partitioning
as well as the adsorption and the desorption speed,
respectively. We identify parameter values for which uptake
by aerosols is significant and show how it fundamentally
modifies pheromone transport, compared to simple gas
diffusion.

■ ADSORPTION OF PHEROMONE ON AEROSOLS

Chemistry of Aqueous Surface Adsorption. Phero-
mone transport between the source and the receptor is
modeled by a dynamical equilibrium between free molecules
and adsorbed molecules at the surface of aerosols, as
represented in Figure 1. We model the adsorption of
pheromone molecules on aerosol aqueous surfaces by a
Langmuir isotherm, generally valid for the monolayer
adsorption reaction.24 The Langmuir isotherm describes
molecules adsorbing at the water surface on individual sites.
The latter represent the size of the pheromone and the
resulting excluded volume effects. This leads to the saturation
of the aerosol surface at high vapor pressure. Gaseous
molecules do not interact together. The concentrations at
chemical equilibrium are given by the Langmuir mass action
law (MAL):

C
C C C

K
( )

a

site a g

0

−
=

(1)

Cg denotes the number of gaseous pheromones per unit of
volume of air, and Ca is the number of adsorbed molecules per
unit of volume of air. K0 is the adsorption equilibrium constant.
Csite is the number of accessible adsorption sites per unit of
volume of air. It is proportional to the aerosol concentration
and to their average surface area. Csite represents the saturation
value of Ca. Far from saturation (Ca ≪ Cs), at low pheromone
concentrations, the chemical equilibrium (eq 1) reads

C
C

K Ca

g

0
site=

(2)

Thus, K0Csite is the distribution ratio of pheromones between
gas and adsorbed phases.
The equilibrium constant K0 is linked to the Gibbs energy

difference between the gas and the adsorbed phase. Ivanov and
collaborators24,25 developed a description for surfactant
molecules composed of a carbon chain and a nonionic polar
headgroup, thus similar to the pheromones that we describe.
Generalizing this approach for nonsoluble molecules at a
water−air interface (see Appendix A), we obtain the following:

K S eE k T0
site

/ads Bδ= (3)

Eads is the adsorption energy (which is considered to be
positive if adsorption is favorable). kB is the Boltzmann
constant, and T is the temperature (chosen to be 25 °C in our
study). Ssite is the surface of an adsorption site supposed to be
closed to the polar headgroup area in a close packed structure

(which is typically 16.5 Å2). l k T
CH 22

B

CH2

δ =
μΔ

is the Ivanov

length25 taking into account the rotational constrains at the
interface (entropic loss) and the partial solvation of the carbon
chain of the molecule as it is oscillating at the water surface.
lCH2

= 1.26 Å is the length of a CH2 group, and ΔμCH2
= 1.04

kBT is its free energy of hydration. The adsorption energy reads
Eads = Ehead + γSsite, where Ehead is the bounding energy of the
hydrophilic headgroup with the water molecules, and γ is the
surface tension of water taking into account the disappearance
of interfacial area. The main contribution to Ehead is the H-
bonds created between the headgroup and water, which can be

Figure 1. Illustration of the simultaneous advective-diffusive transport
and adsorption of pheromones on aerosols.
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roughly estimated at around 8 kBT per H-bond.26 This model
gives a rough estimate of 10 kBT for the adsorption energy of
alcohol pheromones (like bombykol) on water. Adsorption
energy should be higher for fatty acid pheromones as more H-
bonds are involved.
Alternatively,27 considering volatile molecules emitted by

plants, Liyana-Arachchi et al. computed the free energy profile
between adsorbed and gas states from atomistic simulations by
displacing the molecules in the direction orthogonal to the
water−air interface. They considered an alcohol molecule, cis-
3-hexen-1-ol, which is also composed of a carbon chain and a
polar headgroup but with a shorter carbon chain than the
pheromones we describe. The free energy profile they obtained
has a minima at the water−air interface. This free energy
minimum at the interface can be fitted by a harmonic law. The
resulting adsorption constant is K0 = 1 × 10−16 cm3,
corresponding to an adsorption energy of Eads = 16.2 kBT.
These different estimates show that adsorption energy of

pheromones on aerosols aqueous surface is typically of the
order of few 10 kBT. Nevertheless we expect the adsorption
energy to vary a lot depending on the nature of the pheromone
and the composition of aerosols. Additional effects beyond the
ones described here can also significantly increase adsorption:
mutual attraction of adsorbed pheromone carbon chains or
with other adsorbed organics or interaction with dissolved
ions. To account for the variety of systems that can be found in
the environment we leave the adsorption energy as a parameter
to vary in our model, in the range 5−50 kBT, in order to study
its influence on pheromone transport. Note that the case of
aerosols mostly composed of organics rather than water is also
implicitly considered by our description and parametrization of
the adsorption constant K0 as long as the pheromones do not
penetrate into the bulk of the organic aerosols.
Kinetics of Surface Adsorption. Kinetics of the

adsorption reaction is governed by adsorption and desorption
processes, as represented in the box in Figure 1. These
processes are supposed to be elementary. This means that gas
pheromone molecules (of concentration Cg) adsorb relatively
to the rate of encounters with free sites (of concentration Cs −
Ca). Additionally adsorbed pheromones desorb proportionally
to their concentration Ca. Then, the chemical dynamics of gas
and adsorbed pheromones reads

C

t
k C C C k C

d

d
( )

g
ads site a g des a= − − +

(4)

C
t

k C C C k C
d
d

( )a
ads site a g des a= − −

(5)

where kads and kdes are the kinetic constants of adsorption and
desorption, respectively. Supposing that the adsorption rate
corresponds to the collision rate between the free pheromones
and the aerosol surface, we obtain from kinetic theory (Hertz
relation)

k k
RT

M
S

2ads Hertz siteπ
= =

(6)

R is the perfect gas constant, and M is the molar mass of the
pheromone. As a reference we chose M = 238 g mol−1, the
molar mass of bombykol. This relation supposes (i) that
pheromone molecules follow the Maxwell−Boltzmann dis-
tribution, (ii) that impacts of individual molecules are
independent (Poisson processes), and (iii) that every molecule

impacting the surface gets adsorbed. Hypotheses i and ii are
true for ideal gas. The third hypothesis is more questionable.
Some authors28−31 consider a Knudsen correction factor that
accounts for the possibility of bouncing back. On the other
hand, several molecular dynamic simulations, regarding liquid/
vapor systems developed by different groups,32−35 support the
Hertz relation and the absence of this phenomenon. The Hertz
equation corresponds to the transition state theory (TST)
approximation36 when the transition state is defined as the
surface of the aerosols. In fact, gas pheromones become
adsorbed on the aerosol surface. Their concentration in air
close to the surface is depleted, and diffusion has to
compensate this depletion. Thus, gas diffusion of pheromones
toward aerosols can limit the adsorption kinetics depending on
the size of the aerosols. This limitation of the adsorption
kinetics can be taken into account by modifying the adsorption
rate (eq 6) by a factor ϵ that explicitly depends on aerosol
radius:37

k
RT

M
S

2ads siteπ
= ϵ

(7)

With ( )1 1 C
C

Kn
Kn Kn

1 0.75 0.28
(1 )

a

site
= + −ϵ

+
+ where Kn is the Knudsen

number, i.e., the ratio between the mean free path of the
pheromone molecule (λ = 0.2 μm) and the aerosol radius:

Kn
Raero

= λ .

The equilibrium condition imposes the following:

k
k

K k k K
k
S

e E k Tads

des

0
des ads

0 1 ads

site

/ads B

δ
= ⇔ = =− −

(8)

This equation illustrates the fact that adsorption and
desorption of molecules on a surface are nonactivated
processes in agreement with molecular dynamics simula-
tions.27,32−35 Finally, within this model, the adsorption kinetics
constant kads is only governed by the Maxwell−Boltzmann
distribution in the gas phase. Adsorption kinetics also depends
on the concentration of available sites Csite − Ca since the
adsorption flux in eqs 4 and 5 is proportional to this quantity.
The desorption kinetic constant kdes is governed by the
adsorption energy Eads (which gives K0). Indeed, Eads
represents the kinetic energy the molecule will have to desorb.
Now let us suppose that no saturation occurs (Csite ≫ Ca) so

that 1
1 Kn

Kn Kn
0.75 0.28

(1 )

ϵ ≃
+ +

+

. Figure 2 shows how the adsorption and

desorption times as well as the ϵ factor depend on the aerosol
radius. For small aerosol radii, ϵ ≃ 1, and thus, its effects on the
adsorption kinetic can be disregarded. In the following we
consider the assumption ϵ = 1 (Hertz formula) being
rigorously valid for small aerosols. With this approximation,
arbitrary aerosol size distributions can be conveniently
described, due to the sole influence of Csite, the total number
of sites. See Supporting Information, section A, for further
evaluation of the effect of the ϵ factor.
Equations 4 and 5, when no saturation occurs, reduce to

C

t
k C K C k C( ) 0

g
ads site

0 1
g ads T

∂
∂

− + + =−
(9)

where the total concentration CT = Cg + Ca is a constant. A
characteristic time scale for the adsorption reaction can be
extracted from eq 9:
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t
k C K

K
k C K

1
( ) ( 1)ads site

0 1

0

ads site
0=

+
=

+χ −
(10)

This characteristic time is shorter than the characteristic

time for the adsorption alone t
k C

M
RT C Sads

1 2 1

ads site site site
= = π

M
RT R C

2 1
4 aero

2
aero

= π
π

. Thus, considering a typical aerosol radius

Raero = 0.3 μm, the adsorption time tads and consequently tχ are
less than 100 s if the aerosol concentration Caero is more than
220 aerosols per cm3 of air, within the range of observed
values.13−15,18,21

This simple calculation shows that pheromone adsorption is
a fast phenomenon compared to the time scale of insect
communication (10 min to several hours1,12,38,39) as long as
pheromone adsorption is thermodynamically possible. Thus,
on this condition insect pheromones are spontaneously
adsorbed on atmospheric aerosols, allowing a new communi-
cation channel between insects. In that case, information is not
transmitted by gas molecules but by aerosols. This is the main
point of this Article. The following transport model quantifies
the transport by aerosols with respect to gas diffusion.

■ MODELING PHEROMONE AEROSOL
INTERACTION AND THEIR TRANSPORT

Diffusion-Reaction Model. We consider now that the
kinetic eqs 4 and 5 hold locally, but we also consider the global
transport of pheromones due to gas diffusion, aerosol diffusion,
and advection by the wind.40

We consider a spherical puff of pheromone with a given
initial size, released by a female and transported horizontally by

a laminar wind. The model is described in Figure 1. Mixing of
the puff by air turbulence is disregarded in this paper
considering that turbulence does not modify adsorption
kinetics. In addition, diffusion is the determinant transport
mechanism to consider in order to evaluate the aerosol
transport of pheromones, prior to turbulent mixing consid-
erations. Indeed diffusion transport is dominant initially when
the adsorption reaction is established as we consider puffs
smaller than the centimeter scale.2,3

Pheromone transport is described by

C

t
C D C k C C C K Cv ( ( ) )g

g g g abs site a g
0 1

a∇
∂
∂

+ · = Δ + − − + −

(11)

C
t

C D C k C C C K Cv ( ( ) )a
a a a abs site a g

0 1
a∇

∂
∂

+ · = Δ − − − + −

(12)

( )r
r r

f
r

1 2
2Δ = ∂

∂
∂
∂ denotes the spherical Laplacian operator,

and r is the radial position in the puff. Dg = 10−5 m2 s−1 is the
diffusion coefficient of the gas pheromone in the air. The
adsorbed pheromones, as they are bounded to the aerosol
surface, diffuse in the air in the same way as the aerosol
carrying them. Thus, the diffusion coefficient of adsorbed
pheromones is equal to the one of aerosols: Da = 10−10 m2

s−1.15 The latter diffusion coefficient is considered constant,
and its variations with the radius of the aerosol are not
significant because aerosol diffusivity is much slower than gas
diffusivity which is the most important feature here (see the
Supporting Information, section B). This value of Da is a
representative order of magnitude for the diffusion coefficient
of aerosols. v is the wind speed. By doing a Galilean change of
referential and describing the puff in the referential associated
with its center of mass, the above equations reduce to

C

t
D C k C C C K C( ( ) )

g
g g abs site a g

0 1
a

∂
∂

= Δ + − − + −
(13)

C
t

D C k C C C K C( ( ) )a
a a abs site a g

0 1
a

∂
∂

= Δ − − − + −
(14)

For a puff of gas pheromone released by the insect, eqs 13
and 14 indicate that pheromone will diffuse as gas for some of
them and be adsorbed on aerosols for the others. After a
certain chemical time, the adsorbed and gas pheromone will
reach an equilibrium distribution ratio, and diffusion of the
total pheromone concentration CT will be a combination of the
gas and aerosol diffusion with respect to pheromone
partitioning.

Linearization. Equations 13 and 14 are nonlinear with
respect to the initial pheromone concentration of the puff, due
to the possible saturation of the aerosols. Estimating puff initial
pheromone concentration (CT

i ) is a challenging task as a large
range of values for pheromone concentrations are given in the
literature. From measurements of pheromone release flux of
calling a female moth within its immediate surrounding,12,39

we estimated CT
i to be around 5 × 1011 cm−3. This value can be

considered as an upper bound regarding to the measurement
method. An initial concentration of several orders of
magnitude lower can be expected in the case of a higher air
velocity around the emitting insect.
On the other hand, the maximal adsorption concentration

Csite is left as a parameter to vary in our model in order to study

Figure 2. Adsorption and desorption times (red) as functions of the
aerosol size. The adsorption time is plotted for two cases, at fixed
aerosol concentration (Caero) and at fixed volume fraction (ϕaero). The
desorption time is plotted for two adsorption energies (Eads). On the
right axis the ϵ factor, quantifying the limitation of adsorption kinetics
due to pheromone diffusion toward aerosols, is also plotted in blue. In
the model described below we consider the limit of small aerosol
radius, ϵ = 1. In that case, the desorption time is constant, and the
adsorption time follows a limiting law (slope −2 and 1 in the thin
green solid line); see the Supporting Information, section A, for
details.
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the influence of changes in aerosol size or concentration on
pheromone transport. Environmental data report a large range
of values13−15,18,21 for these parameters; therefore, Csite is
expected to vary over several orders of magnitude. Values of
Csite considered here lie between 6.2 × 107 and 6.2 × 1010

cm−3, which correspond in the case of aerosols of 0.3 μm to a
concentration of 10−104 aerosols per cm3. For these values of
Csite, adsorption time (tads) varies between 2.2 s and 2.2 × 103

s.
Even though highest estimates of CT

i are way greater than
the smallest value accounted for Csite, no significant saturation
effects should take place for these parameter values. Indeed,
gas diffusion always disperses pheromones in the air to
concentrations where no saturation can occur. Moreover, a
small value of adsorption Csite leads to long adsorption time.
Consequently, during this time, pheromone molecules diffuse
away from loaded aerosols, and they do not saturate it.
Neglecting saturation effects in eqs 13 and 14 yields the

following linear system of equations for the evolution of the
puff:

C

t
D C k C C k K Cg

g g abs site g abs
0 1

a

∂
∂

= Δ − + −
(15)

C
t

D C k C C k K Ca
a a abs site g abs

0 1
a

∂
∂

= Δ + − −
(16)

Such a system of linear equations can be solved analytically.

■ SOLUTION AND PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS OF THE
TRANSPORT MODEL

Solution of Diffusion-Reaction Equations. Reaction-
diffusion eqs 15 and 16 can be solved through normal modes
analysis.41,42 Applying the spacial Fourier transform yields

C

t
D q k C C k K C( )

g
g

2
abs site g abs

0 1
a

∂ ̂

∂
= − − ̂ + ̂−

(17)

C
t

k C C D q k K C( )a
abs site g a

2
abs

0 1
a

∂ ̂

∂
= ̂ + − − ̂−

(18)

where hat notation (^) denotes here Fourier transforms, and q
is the Fourier variable. This system of equations has the form

C
C

M
C
Ct

g

a

g

a

i

k
jjjjj

y

{
zzzzz

i

k
jjjjj

y

{
zzzzz

̂
̂ =

̂
̂

∂
∂ , with M a matrix. Therefore, we have the

following solution:

C

C
Mt

C

C
exp( )

g

a

g0

a0

i

k

jjjjjjjj

y

{

zzzzzzzz

i

k

jjjjjjjj

y

{

zzzzzzzz

̂

̂
=

̂

̂ (19)

where Cg0 and Ca0 are the concentrations of gas and adsorbed
pheromones at t = 0. Eigenvalues of M correspond to the
normal modes of the system. Diagonalization of M leads to
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I is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. s− and s+ are the eigenvalues of
M:

s D q D q k C k K
1
2

( )
1
2 qg

2
a

2
ads site ads

0 1= − + + + ± Δ±
−

(21)

with

Figure 3. Profiles of total pheromone concentration over time. For high Csite and Eads, pheromones are quickly and numerously adsorbed.
Therefore, the puff diffuses way less through gas diffusion and stays concentrated and confined in a small volume thanks to aerosols. For small Csite
and Eads, adsorption on aerosols is low and does not influence the transport of pheromones. Initial puff concentration is CT

i = 5 × 109 cm−3, and
initial puff radius is Ri = 1 mm. Log scaled axis.
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Equations 20−22 correspond to the Green function, in the
Fourier space, of the reaction-diffusion eqs 15 and 16. We thus
have an analytic solution of the problem that can be readily
computed for a given set of parameters. Two limiting regimes
can be obtained:
(1) At large distances, for a puff with a large characteristic

size q D t1/ eff≫ χ , we have s+ ≃ −Deffq
2 and s− ≃ −1/tχ. Deff

is an effective diffusivity:

D D
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D
C K

C K
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1 1eff g
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0 a
site

0

site
0=

+
+

+ (23)

It corresponds to a linear combination of gas and aerosol
diffusion, whose weights are the proportion of pheromone in
gas and adsorbed phase at chemical equilibrium. s+ is the
diffusion mode, and s− is the chemical mode that describes the
relaxation toward chemical equilibrium as predicted by MAL.
(2) At short distances, for a puff with small characteristic

size q D t1/ eff≪ χ , s+ ≃ −Daq
2 and s− ≃ −Dgq

2. Thus, s+ and

s− are uncoupled diffusion modes of gas and adsorbed
pheromones.
Thus, a puff initially small has the dynamic of two puffs, one

made of adsorbed and one made of gas pheromones puffs,
diffusing independently. The puff behaves thusly for a time
comparable to tχ. By then, the puff size is larger, and
pheromones diffuse with diffusivity Deff; pheromone partition-
ing respects MAL locally.
The analytical solution of the model presented here can be

used to describe various situations encountered in insect
pheromonal communication contexts by simply choosing the

correct parameter values adapted to the considered insect and
the local aerosol conditions occurring during insect calling. We
further solve the model for various parameter values to present
the different regimes that can be encountered.

Parametric Analysis. We consider an initial 1 mm sized
Gaussian puff of pheromones only in the gas phase with initial
concentration CT

i = 5 × 109 cm−3:

C
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(24)

The puff contains N R C 2.110T
4
3 i

3
T
i 7π= = molecules. Con-

centration profiles were discretized with a spacial step Δr =
1/30 mm, and the maximal radius we considered is

N r 402493 13.410
30

3

Δ = × ≈
−

m. The spacial step and

maximal radius were chosen, respectively, small and high
enough to prevent any aliasing effects. Note that as we deal
with linear equations here (eqs 15 and 16), concentration
scales presented in our figures are simply proportional to the
chosen initial concentration value CT

i . Another CT
i would not

change anything but the concentration scales.
Figure 3 illustrates the concentration profiles obtained for

total (gas + adsorbed) pheromone concentration. As time
goes, profiles spread more and more on the r-axis, and
concentration decreases due to diffusion. However, as we
increase site concentration (Csite) and adsorption energy (Eads),
diffusion is less and less efficient, mainly due to a smaller
effective diffusivity (eq 23). This illustrates that a favorable
adsorption of pheromones on aerosols implies a reduction of
the diffusion of pheromones in the air, so that the puff stays
concentrated and keeps a small size during its transport. At
high adsorption energy and high concentration of the aerosol
surface, the pheromone remains in a centimetric domain after

Figure 4. Concentration of pheromones at the center of the puff over time. These graphs illustrate that, after 102 s, in most realistic cases, the
majority of the tiny amount of emitted pheromones are adsorbed and transported as finite ensembles by individual aerosols. Cg and Ca are,
respectively, the concentration of gas and adsorbed pheromones. Cg

ONLY is pheromone concentration when no aerosols are present, pheromones
remaining in the gas phase. tχ is the time of the adsorption/desorption reaction (eq 10). When adsorption is favorable (high Eads and Csite),
adsorbed pheromones become predominant after some time. This slows down the decrease of concentrations due to diffusion. When adsorption is
not favorable, only a small proportion of pheromones become adsorbed, and it does not modify the decrease of the concentration. Log scaled axis.
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several hours, whereas gas diffusion would have widespread the
molecules in a 1 m large domain. Aerosols keep the number of
pheromones per volume of air at a high level over a long time
and long distance of transport.
Figure 4 presents concentrations of adsorbed and gas

pheromones at the center of the puff as functions of time. The
relative importance of adsorption over the desorption process
explains the various observed behaviors. For an adsorption
energy (Eads) of 40 kBT (Figure 4c,f), the desorption is
quasinegligible, and Ca increases due to the adsorption process
at the same time as Cg decreases due to diffusion. The
concentration of absorbed pheromone (Ca) becomes higher
than the concentration of gas pheromone (Cg) after some time.
Then, pheromone concentration stops decreasing because they
are mainly adsorbed on aerosols, which exhibit a slow diffusion.
For Eads = 30 kBT and Csite = 2 × 1010 cm−3 (Figure 4b), the

decreasing of pheromone concentrations is only delayed
compared to a case where no aerosols would be present.
This is due to two effects. First, the effective diffusivity (eq 23)
is smaller than gas diffusion and takes place when the chemical
equilibrium is reached. Second (see black arrow in the graph),
as the center of the puff becomes depleted of gaseous
pheromones, absorbed pheromones need to be desorbed for
diffusion to continue. In other words, at a certain time (∼3 s),
aerosols become excessively loaded in pheromones compared
to the amount of gaseous pheromones around them so that
desorption is limiting the dilution of pheromones. This effect
leads here to a 10-fold increase in pheromone concentration at
the center of the puff after few tχ.
For Eads = 20 kBT (Figure 4a,d) and for Eads = 30 kBT and

Csite = 2 × 108 cm−3 (Figure 4e), desorption is mostly
dominant over adsorption, and no delay of the diffusion is
observed as pheromones are mostly in the gas phase. For Eads =
30 kBT and Csite = 2 × 108 cm−3, a switch from the adsorbing to
desorbing regime is also observable. For Eads = 20 kBT,
chemical processes occur before gas diffusion takes place with
very few molecules adsorbed, and equilibrium is instanta-
neously adapted as diffusion occurs.
To finely describe the transition in parameter values for

which pheromone adsorption on aerosols becomes significant,
we plotted in Figure 5a,b the concentrations of gas and
adsorbed pheromones at the center of a puff 100 s after its
emission, as functions of Eads and Csite. Drastically different
behaviors can be observed whether adsorption energy is above
or below 30 kBT. Above this threshold, a significant amount of
pheromones are adsorbed on aerosols, and Ca only varies with
adsorption site concentration (because it governs the
adsorption process). The number of pheromones per aerosol

N C
Ca

a

aero
= is also plotted in Figure 5c. It only slightly depends

on the aerosol concentration (Caero). Indeed, physically, this
quantity does not directly depend on the aerosol concen-
tration. This is due to the fact that a single aerosol equilibrates
its number of adsorbed pheromones with the gas ones
independently of how many aerosol neighbors it has. The
only indirect dependence comes from the dynamics of the gas
pheromone concentration (Cg) as can be shown by rewriting
eqs 15 and 16 in terms of the number of pheromones per
aerosols (Na). At short times (t < tχ), Cg mainly exhibits a
diffusion process which does not depend on Caero (Figure 4).
Thus, Na does not depend on this quantity. At long times (t >
tχ) once the adsorption is made, the adsorption flux becomes

very small (because of the low gas pheromone concentration),
and Na does not depend on Caero either.
Aerosols are found to have as many as several thousands of

pheromones on them for Eads > 30 kBT in the situation
described in Figure 5. Nevertheless, the maximal aerosol
coverage that can be obtained is Ca/Csite = 0.09 ≪ 1,
confirming that saturation effects could be neglected. Finally,
we demonstrated that, above a threshold for the adsorption
energy, numerous pheromones are adsorbed on aerosols and
maintain the pheromone concentrated for a long time; the
threshold is typically for t = 100 s, Eads = 30 kBT, i.e., K

0 =
10−10 cm3.

Figure 5. Adsorbed pheromone concentration (Ca), gas pheromone
concentration (Cg), and number of adsorbed pheromones per aerosol
(Na) at the center of the puff 100 s after its emission. Eads and

C CR
Ssite

4
aero

aero
2

site
= π

are, respectively, the adsorption energy and the

concentration of adsorbing sites in the air. Caero and K0 = Vse
Eads are,

respectively, the aerosol concentration in the air and the Langmuir
chemical constant. In Ca and Cg graphs, two regions are observed,
roughly separated by the K0Csite = 1 oblique axis. On the left side of
this axis, chemical equilibrium is reached; pheromones are mainly in
the gas phase, and they diffuse through gas diffusion. On the right side
of the K0Csite = 1 axis, adsorbed pheromones dominate over gas ones.
In this region, below the t 100

k Cads
1

ads site
= = s horizontal axis,

chemical equilibrium is not reached. The N C
Ca

a

aero
= graph, was

computed supposing that aerosols had a radius of 0.3 μm. The initial
puff concentration is CT

i = 5 × 109 cm−3, and the initial puff radius is
Ri = 1 mm. Note that certain axes are log scaled.
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■ CONSEQUENCES OF AEROSOL TRANSPORT IN
CHEMICAL COMMUNICATION

A description of the aggregation dynamics of pheromones on
the aerosol surface, unable to penetrate in the aerosol bulk, was
achieved using the general framework introduced by Gibbs and
refined by Tanford for the two-dimensional pseudophases
created by amphiphilic molecules.4,19,26,43,44 Occupancy of the
surface by aerosols can be estimated with high precision as
long as the gain of energy of moving the pheromone from the
gas phase to the interface can be determined. Appropriated
experimental and theoretical methods can lead to such
results.27,45−48 We developed here the generic theory in the
case of independent pheromone molecules adsorbed on the
surface of aerosols composed of pure water.
We showed that the energy of adsorption strongly influence

(threshold effect) the proportion of pheromones adsorbed at
long time. We furthermore showed that aerosol concentration
modifies the adsorption kinetics of the pheromones and thus
the amount of pheromones that can diffuse through gas
diffusion before becoming adsorbed. Aerosol concentration
determines the time, or equivalently the distance from the
source, at which the adsorbed pheromones overwhelm the gas
ones and at which the diffusion of the pheromone puff switches
from gas to effective diffusion. However, aerosol concentration
does not significantly modify the number of pheromone
molecules per aerosol.
As a consequence, as long as we have some adsorbing

aerosols (with Eads > 30 kBT), many pheromones can be found
on each one of them. The aerosols become coated with
pheromones quickly (less than 100 s) and can stay so for quite
a long time in the air (>103 s), while pheromones staying in
the gas phase become dispersed to undetectable concen-
trations rapidly due to gas diffusion. This distinction between
molecular and aerosol transport mechanisms has great
consequences in the way we picture the transport of
pheromones. The spatial distribution of pheromones following
molecular transport would be widespread, as a puff becomes
larger and larger and less and less dense. By contrast,
pheromones following aerosol transport would be distributed
as dense spots, and hence strong olfactory clues, that last for a
long time. As a consequence, many molecules, on a single
aerosol, arriving on an insect at the same time might trigger an
olfactory detection (Figure 6).

The number of molecules that can accumulate on the
surface of one aerosol depends on relative humidity as it
increases aerosol water content and size.15 More generally,
humidity has been observed to influence moth pheromonal
communication.49 Our general theory might offer the first
clues to understand the mechanisms underlying these
observations. Progress in this direction depends on exper-
imental advances in order to characterize the molecules
transported in one aerosol of control type and history.17,47

Proper characterization of aerosol surface composition and
properties is still a challenging task and is limited to rare
studies.17,18 Further investigation would need to discriminate
which values of parameters are mostly fitting a specific
chemical communication context.
More complex effects, beyond the description of adsorption

of individual molecules at the pure water surface, might come
into play in the aerosol transport of pheromones. Interactions
with all surface-active species (i.e., organic and hydrophobic
molecules, surfactants, hydrotropes, salts19,50−53) and espe-
cially nanoparticles54 affect the content of the surface.
Adsorbed species can either favor the adsorption of
pheromones via a cosurfactant effect or hinder it due to
crowding. Thus, strong antagonistic as well as synergistic
effects are expected.19,51,53 Other biogenic surfactants in the air
can compete with pheromones for adsorption on aerosols and
saturate the surface. Saturation of aerosols includes nonlinear
effects in pheromone transport and hampers aerosol transport
(see Appendix B). Inhibition of the pheromonal response in
given insects in the presence of specific plant volatiles has been
reported.55 Saturation of aerosols by the plant volatiles47 or
other physicochemical effects might reduce pheromone
detection by the insects. Saturation of aerosols can also
occur by smaller poorly labile aerosols, such as airborne solid
carbon residues of combustion that are one major issue in large
cities.14 The number of small aerosols needed to saturate the
surface of a bigger one is 4f 2 where f is the ratio between the
radius of the bigger and small aerosols. For f = 10, it gives 400
small aerosols for every bigger one, a ratio which holds within
polluted air records.14,15 Moreover, adsorption on aerosol can
increase pheromone degradation speed by collecting pher-
omones and reactive species together at the surface.17,46,56,57

On the other hand, mixtures of surface-active molecules can be
chosen with a specific blend so that their adsorption properties
are enhanced.19,53 Pheromones are known to often be released
with accurate blend ratios,3,12 but there is no current

Figure 6. Illustration of antenna-pheromones encountering events for molecular and aerosol transport of pheromones (values given are only
illustrative). (a) Encountering events of individual pheromones (red) and aggregated pheromones on aerosols (blue) with insect antenna.
Encountering events are less frequent for aerosol transport, but many molecules arrive at the same time. (b) As the insect moves toward the source,
the frequency of encountering events and number of pheromones associated evolve according to two scenarios. The red dashed curve is the
scenario for pheromones following molecular transport only. The blue curve is for aerosol transport. In the shaded area, pheromones are not
detected by the receptor insect because the number of molecules and the frequency of encounters are too low. In the case of aerosol transport, an
insect starting far from the source (in the vertical part of the blue curve) only meets pheromones on aerosols. The number of pheromones per
aerosol increases as the insect goes toward the source. In the oblique part of the blue curve, gas and adsorbed pheromones coexist as the insect is
close enough to the source so that pheromones are not yet adsorbed by aerosols. Aerosol transport helps to maintain the pheromones at detectable
levels.
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explanation on how these blends could remain stable from
emitter gland to receptor insect. Aggregation and synergistic
effects might occur between the molecules of the blend and
help to maintain a stable ratio between the molecules.
Synergies can also occurs with other molecules released by
plants in the insect habitat.47,55,56 Some effects favoring or
hampering aerosol transport might be applied for the design of
sustainable methods in pest control using volatile dispensers or
multicropping systems.56,58 In the model we developed, the
concentration of adsorption sites is the same everywhere in the
air, and the adsorption energy does not vary from one site to
another. In practice, these quantities inherently fluctuate. See
the Supporting Information, section D, for further discussion
on how our model relates to such a context.
Finally, we propose that certain molecules synthesized by

insects for communicating evolved into molecules adapted to
adsorb on the aerosols naturally present in the air. The
concerned molecules use a communication path different from
molecules staying in the gas phase and increase persistence of
the signal in the air. Moreover, capture of aerosols by insect
antennae differ from capture of individual molecules.
Interaction between insect olfactory organs (sensilla) and
aerosols might be governed by wetting and coalescing
dynamics as well as colloidal and electrostatic interactions,26,59

enhancing the capture by increasing the cross-section area of
the sensor.60,61 Accurate modeling of the pheromone path
from release to reception in a way that explains observed
performances of insect mate finding62 has not been reached
yet. Pheromone uptake by aerosol has not been considered so
far. We showed here that aerosol transport maintains olfactory
clues over long distances (see Figure 6) and is a new efficient
channel for communication. The approach used here, inherited
from the field of physicochemistry, was a key element to
formulate this problem. A further understanding of interactions
between olfactory molecules in the atmosphere in the frame of
physicochemistry can have direct applications, in particular in
the improvement of insect pest control, as well as fundamental
consequences in the understanding of ecological interac-
tions.3,63−66

■ APPENDIX A: COMPUTING THE ADSORPTION
REACTION CONSTANT

We consider surfactant molecules moving between the air and
water interface. We aim to compute V(z), the free energy of a
molecule at position z from the interface, averaged over on all
the solvent configurations and molecule orientations (which
corresponds to the McMillan−Mayer potential67). Following
Ivanov and collaborators’ works,24,25 we suppose that V(z) = 0
in the air for z < 0 and in the water for z > 0:

V z V
l

z( ) 0
CH

CH

2

2

μ
= − +

Δ

(A1)

V0 is the free energy gain when moving the molecule from gas

to the interface.
l

CH2

CH2

μΔ
is the energy cost per unit of length

when the molecule penetrates in the water phase as the carbon
chain becomes hydrated. An illustration of this formula is given
in Figure A1. V0 has several contributions:

V E S F E F0 head site rot ads rotγ= + − = − (A2)

Frot = kBT ln 2 is the free energy (entropic) cost due to the fact
that the molecule at the interface is constrained to rotate only

in a half space. Ehead and γSsite contributions were already
specified in the main text. Distribution of surfactant molecules

is then given by ( )C z C( ) exp V z
k Tg

( )

B
= − , and the surface

density of surfactants reads C z z( ) da 0
∫Γ =

∞
. We thus find

C eE k T
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The Langmuir equilibrium for low molecule density reads
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= . The concentration of adsorbed pheromones and

adsorption sites further reads C C Ra aero
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so that their ratio is SC
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= Γ . Finally,

we find K S eE k T0
site

/ads Bδ= as given in eq 3.

■ APPENDIX B: DYNAMICS OF PHEROMONE
TRANSPORT WHEN AEROSOLS CAN SATURATE

Dynamics of pheromone transport in the case of saturating
aerosols can be described within the frame of fast variable
elimination.68 The reaction-diffusion eqs 13 and 14 are solved
within the limit of fast chemistry: kabs → +∞. Ca and Cg are fast

variables because C
t

a∂
∂

and
C

t
g → +∞

∂
∂ within this limit. On the

other hand the total pheromone concentration CT = Ca + Cg
follows

C
t

D C D C( )T
g g a a∇ ∇ ∇

∂
∂

= · +
(A4)

and C
t
T∂

∂
does not diverge when kabs → +∞. CT can be

considered as a slow variable for which the evolution is much
slower than the one of Ca and Cg. Instantaneously, the fast
variables Ca and Cg react, and they follow the variation of the
slow variable CT. This slavery of Ca and Cg is valid if one
considers time scales longer than the chemical scale t ≫ tχ. In
that case, the distribution ratio of gas and adsorbed
pheromones adapt locally to equilibrium value on a time
scale way shorter than the one with which CT evolves. It is thus
fixed by eq 1 and the local value of CT. We replace Cg and Ca
by Cg(CT) and Ca(CT) in eq A4 to find

C
t

D C C( ( ) )T
eff T T∇ ∇

∂
∂

= ·
(A5)

with

Figure A1. Free energy profile of the nonsoluble surfactant at the
waterair interface, following Ivanov and collaborators.24,25
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These general formulas mean that the pheromone transport
follows a space-dependent Fick’s law for which the local
diffusion coefficient is Deff. For nonsaturating aerosols,

equilibrium reduces to K C
C

C
0

s
g

a
= , and we recover the result

given in eq 23. The effective diffusion coefficient of the
pheromone is an average of the one of the gas and the aerosol.
On the other hand, for saturated aerosols, Ca = Cs and Cg = CT
− Cs so that Deff = Dg. The saturation of the aerosols prevents
them from retaining the pheromones. At any time, as soon as
the aerosols are saturated, they can no longer store the
molecules which then diffuse with the gas diffusion coefficient.
The containment of pheromones during transport by means of
aerosols can therefore only take place as long as the aerosols
are not saturated.
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